About Systems Atlanta, Inc.
Systems Atlanta, Inc. provides
comprehensive solutions and
services that address the
technology requirements of
civilian and government air
traffic control, aviation, and
emergency facilities. As the
leader in the Information
Integration & Display Systems
(IDS) industry, SAI has more
than 30 years of experience
developing and implementing
IDS networks in all operational
environments anywhere in the
world.
The
company’s
solutions include the widely
adopted and highly tailorable
IDS5 ISD product suite and
network engineering services.
In addition, SAI offers both
classroom and online training
courses, technical support,
program management, and
other services designed to
improve customers’ access to
information,
responsiveness
situational awareness, and
operational efficiencies.
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Systems Atlanta is offering numerous formal training opportunities
throughout 2020 at our corporate headquarters in Kennesaw, GA.
Whether you are new to IDS5 or an experienced IDS5 Database
Administrator, we have training that will fit your needs.
Additionally, Systems Atlanta will be exhibiting at several conferences
in 2020. This is a perfect opportunity to get a hands-on demonstration
of the most current features and capabilities.
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35 years ago, I had my first-ever airplane ride. I was 18 years old. I was
excited. I was nervous. I was flying off to serve my country, and I was going
somewhere in something completely foreign to me. I grew up in a very, very
small town, population 600, called Withee in the great state of Wisconsin.
We were only a mile away from the big city lights of Owen, WI with a
whopping population of over 700! By the time I reached my 18 th year of
being on this earth, my world consisted of a five-mile radius of small-town life
in Owen-Withee, having great family and friends around me, and never once
even entertaining the idea of getting airborne to go somewhere. We were
extremely happy going to the big cities of Wausau and Eau Claire a couple of
times a year to see the “big mall” and being able to go to that new thing
called a “fast-food” restaurant with the big “M” in its parking lot. My sister
and I could hardly believe it the first time our dad allowed us to bring home a
bag of those oh, so amazing, McD’s cheeseburgers to carefully ration and eat
throughout the following week.
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I have had the distinct pleasure to come across thousands and thousands of
people from every walk of life just because I “risked it all” and got on that
airplane 35 years ago. I would never ever have imagined that getting on that
airplane in June of 1985 would propel, well actually jet thrust, my life and
career into the aviation industry; heck I had never been on a plane before!
I started as an air traffic controller, moved into ATC management, and I am
continuing onwards here at SAI by working closely with ATC personnel and
many other aviation related facilities throughout the world. I have laughed,
cried, danced, drank, ate, worked, and served alongside some of the greatest
people I believe existed during my 20-year career in the United States Air
Force and, now, here at SAI for the last 15 years. What a run this last 35 years
has been alongside an amazing group of people that I have always and
continue to enjoy learning from, spending time with, and respect immensely.

During all my time in service to our country and still to this day, I always
looked forward to our country’s annual celebration of Independence.
Independence Day to me has always been and I believe always will be a
celebration of our uniqueness and our coming together as a society.
Continued on page 2 ...
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By the way - Yes, I am still a Cheesehead after all these years … Go, Pack, Go!
—Darrin D. Luedke, Chief Operating Officer

The Air Force Airfield Automation System (AFAS) and Army
Airfield Automation System (AAAS) systems include an IDS5
Maintenance page which provides buttons to access utilities for
managing and maintaining the workstation and system as a
whole. These utilities allow administrators to quickly complete
tasks on the local machine including querying the JET SCA,
backing up the IDS5 database, managing the IDS5 clock,
calibrating the touch screen and even applying the most current
computer system configuration. All functions on the
maintenance page can be completed while logged in as the
restricted KIOSK user. If you would like to see other items
included as part of the maintenance page, please let us know.
Contact Systems Atlanta at 770-790-5345 or email
support@sysatl.com.

There is a running joke here at Systems Atlanta that we could not
possibly add any more useful functionality to the button object,
and then every release we prove ourselves wrong. The button,
once merely a way for users to change pages in the system, has
evolved over time into one of the most versatile and useful
objects in your IDS5 database. Need a way for users to let
another facility know that a change has been received … the
user acknowledgement button action has got you covered. Want
to reset a checklist for the next shift … edit quick select and clear data actions will
make the process a cinch. Buttons can even modify what data a user sees by
toggling an object’s visibility on and off, or reloading a high altitude chart to
center over a specific location. The button is the “Swiss Army Knife” of the IDS5
system, providing you the tool you need for the current situation.

Buttons

I truly hope you can find some happiness during these turbulent times of 2020
and I sincerely wish each and every one of you a Happy 4th of July.

—Scott Cantrell, Systems Support Engineer

The first half of 2020 has presented some significant
challenges that we hope you, your loved ones, and colleagues
have been able to safely navigate. With that said, SAI believes
it is time for some good news for a change! We are excited to
announce that the SAI 2020 Spring Software Sale has started!
There are several amazing offers available, especially for
customers who are ready to expand their IDS5 networks. You
may pick 1 sale offer from the 4 listed below that will best
meet your needs:
1. Buy One (1) Add-On IDS5 License at regular price, receive
workstation hardware free; or
2. Buy One (1) Add-On IDS5 or Interface License at regular price; Get One (1) at
50% off; or
3. Buy Three (3) Add-On IDS5 or Interface Licenses at regular price; Get Two (2)
free; or
4. Buy one (1) Add-On IDS5 License at regular price; Get one (1) IDS5 training
seat free.
This offer is valid on any executed contract, purchase order, or credit card order
placed prior to SAI’s end of business day on October 31st, 2020. Limited to one
discount offer per IDS5 system; may not be combined with any other SAI
discount offer. Contact SAI at 770.928.0240 (Option 1) or info@sysatl.com to
request a copy of the SAI Spring Software Sale brochure and further details.

SAI 2020 Spring
Software Sale

Mellinda is a proud Jamaican
born, US citizen, that moved to
the USA at the age of 10. She has
always had a passion for
technology, from dismantling her
mother’s computer to fighting
the urge to purchase every
iPhone. After she graduated from
DeVry University with a BA in
Computer Information Systems,
she embraced her desire for a
warmer climate and found a
home here at Systems Atlanta.
Mellinda has been a Systems
Engineer with the company for a
little over 4 years now and is an
intricate part of our team. Her
primary roles are the building of
custom images for both Army
and Air Force and the creation of
system configurations. She also
supports our Operations Team
as the Tier 3 focal point for
service request escalation.
When not at work, Mellinda
enjoys cooking and has now
focused her sights on becoming
a grill master. Additionally, she is
a health nut that refuses to walk
less than 10,000 steps to her car
and challenges others to join in
her philosophy. All these
activities are preparing her for
her ultimate goal to start a
family of her own and grow a
mango tree in the backyard.

Contrary to many other nations in this world, we do not come from a common
ancestry but come from all walks of life. We are unique, we are different, we
are equals, we are one united, and make up this great United States of America.

IDS5 Maintenance Page

Putting a Face to a Name

—Ken Grassel, Director/Sales Operations

The button’s humble roots began with our original IDS system first deployed in
1983. Those buttons were analog, physical buttons that allowed users to swap
between the eight different display pages. Next in the evolution was the MS-DOS
based IDS4 system, which was first fielded in 1993 and integrated buttons directly
into the graphical-user-interface (GUI) page display, allowing for different buttons
to be available based on the page you are viewing. Finally, the Windows based
IDS5 1.0, or ACE IDS as it is known in the FAA, was introduced in 2001, and
allowed for a lot more functionality than its IDS4 predecessor. The button went
from only being able to change pages, to being able to accomplish a variety of
tasks, such as opening an application, stopping NOCs, and more.
As development of IDS5 has continued over the years, in each new version, the
“button” has evolved to allow users to interact with the data contained on pages.
Buttons also gained the ability to perform multiple actions with a single click,
streamlining operations and reducing double entry for linked information. Even in
our most recent release, IDS5 v1.10, we found additional uses for the button.
We can now say with confidence that we could not possibly add any more useful
functionality to the button object, but we would love for you guys to prove us
wrong. If you have any ideas on actions you would like the button to be able to do
(or any other features throughout the database), please let us know.
—Jeff Collar, Senior Systems Technician

Did you know…
… Systems Atlanta is on
YouTube? On many social
media platforms, such as
Twitter,
Facebook,
and
LinkedIn, SAI creates and
uploads original content for
the informational benefit of
our curious customers. Want
an in-depth demonstration
of our C2 software? Check
out our “IDS – Command &
Control” video. Need an
overview of the Digital ATIS
or RIS software? Check out
our virtual walk-throughs
titled “SAI DATIS” and “SAI
DRIS.”
We’re here to
provide support and answer
all your questions utilizing
every teaching tool we have
available. Visit the Systems
Atlanta YouTube page at
https://www.youtube.com/
user/SystemsAtlanta
and
give our videos a peek.
—Alexis Johnson, Customer Support
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